From: SERMC Standards Coordinator

Subj: FISCAL YEAR 2018 LOCAL STANDARD ITEMS

Ref: (a) COMUSFLTFORCOMINST 4790.3
(b) NAVSEAINST 9070.1

1. Per references (a) and (b), the Fiscal Year 2018 (FY18) SERMC Local Standard Items (LSI), are available on the SERMC Web site at:

2. The FY18 Local Standard Items shall be invoked for all CNO availabilities with an availability start date in FY-18 and in all other (CMAV and emergent) new solicitations issued after 01 March 2017.

3. SSRAC Coordinators are responsible for advising users within their respective activities and Master Ship Repair (MSR) Contractors and ABR under their cognizance of the availability of these products.

4. The requirements of this letter do not authorize any change in terms, conditions, delivery schedule, price, or amount of any Government contract. In the event you consider the requirements represent a change for which an equitable adjustment is in order, you are to advise the Contracting Officer of the particular technical or contractual requirements regarded as changed, and take no action with regard to such changed requirements until notified in writing of the Contracting Officer's response.

5. Point of Contact for further information is Mr. Glenn Spigelmyer, SERMC SSRAC Coordinator, 904-270-5126 x3546 glenn.spigelmyer@navy.mil.

Signed by: SPIGELMYER.GLENN.KENN.1013092733